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twas brilliabrilliqbrill iq and the slithyshthyslithusathy toves dentsr to understand linguistic units
larger than a sentence discoursesdidvid and gimbleghnbfe on the wahewabewabnabnahegyre just as the students should be able to

all mimsy were the boroborogouesborogovesgoves identify the subject of a sentence
and the mame raths outoutbraveoutgrweoutgravegrauegrave so too they should be able to findlind

the assertion in a sentence the pre-
dicatelewis carrollscarrellsCarrolls poem jabber dicate so too they should be able to

wocky is very popular in freshman identify the assertion in a discourse
composition texts partly because of the thesis but all too often they
its delightful nonsense words but never learn to do this and the fact is
mostly because it illustrates few teachers can tell them how few
so clearly what grammar is native teachers can tell them what discourse
speakers often have great difficulty grammar is
understanding the nature of grammar
because they dont have to think mystique of language
about grammar in order to formulate I1 thithlthinknk that the minds of all too
sentences in their language they fail many of us have been boggled by the
to see that the meaning of the words many composition and literature
they utter is determined largely courses we took throughout our
through grammatical context words school years we tend to think of the
have become real things to them written language as a kind of mystique
rather than parts of a symbolizing in which THEME and PLOT lurk as
system mysterious entities frankly as so-

phisticatedin 8jaj jabberwockyabbe rwocky though most of as we may be when it
the words have no meaning the stu-
dents

comes to sentence level grammar
however will insist that they we join our unsophisticated students

do when asked whether TOVES re-
fers

when it comes to discourse level
to a thing or to an action they grammar if we were asked for ex-

amplewill assert that it refersinevitably why we knew a certain sen
to a thing or rather to two or more tence was the thesis of an essay
things then when asked how they ill wager that most of us would
know this the light dawns they begin answer that it was the main idea of
to discover what grammar is a an essay the one that all of the
system which creates meanings other sentences discussed or some-

thingsince grammar then is the con-
veyor

like that we find it very diffibiffi
of meaning it ought certainly cult to disassociate ourselves from

to be useful in teaching reading com-
prehension

the meanings of the sentences in a
to foreign students in discourse so that we can look at the

teachteachinging students to figure out the system which creates those mean
meaning of what they read but the ings
kind of grammar taught in reading

I1 therefore that we usecomprehension courses must be didiss propose
a new approach to the grammaticalnot sentencecfilirseqq4icsje grammar gram analysis of discourses an approachmar foreign students taking reading

under in which we can be sure that meaningcomprehension can already
stand sentences already know the nancy A arapoff is an instrucinstruct

tor at the university of hawaiiof fairlygrammar english sentences english language institute andwell else would be in suchthey not author of a series of composition
a course thus the goal in teaching texts which are now in publica-

tioncomprehension must be to teach stu
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will not interfere with the objectivity ces not in isolation but in relation
of our findings ie a jabberwock-
ian

to other sentences in the
approach paragraph these meaning relat-

ionshipsspace here does not permit thor-
ough

ionships were recognizable only
exposition of this proposed through the presence of various

means of analysis however the grammatical signals on a dis-
coursesample unit below composed of a level the most common

model discourse written in jabber-
wockian

grammatical signals are a po-
sitioningwockian and of some questions sitio ning of phrases and sentences

about it will give teachers some within thediscourseb repetition
ideas as to how to use such an ap of key words synonyms pronouns
proach using this approach will help c parallelism d morphemesmorph emes
students to understand a real like ER and e punctuation
written discourse by helping them especially colons and semicolons
to understand the grammatical sys give specific examples from the
tem which creates the meaning of the paragraph of each of these kinds
discourse of grammatical signals and ex-

plain how the presence of these
sample unit signals makes the meaning relat-

ionshipsionships among the various sen-
tencesalthough morsie flays have one of the discourse recogniz-
ableovertrompingovenrompingovertovenromping ovinglesvingle as compared to you

to maniacanmaniacapManiacan flays they also have
one abstonateabstonate disovingledisovingle to illus
trate morsie flays have the ovinglesvingle
of being a much more smackicalsmackical
bim than maniacanmaniacapManiacan flays their 7

ferial cran is less they cran less
to abodateabodate their trops are less
cranlybranly and their regraybegray ploy is
tr trumberumberbrumber on the other hand morsie
flays have the disovindisovingledisovingle91e of beinbeing9
less grumby than maniacanmaniacapManiacan flays
they havent as much flout they
have less zam they dont drom A
as smithilysmithily and they plack the
bondafulbondaful maxicmacic trainkstrainis that man 04
lacan flays have therefore those left to right mrs king sir arthurbrannersbrainers ledflay twingledtwinkledtwing in sma king dr gerald dykstra universitykomycomy bim morsie flays while those of hawaii and alice pack WCHCCH withtwingledtwinkledtwingled in grum bim maniacanmaniacapManiacan back to camera
flays

dr arthur king is comptrollerquestions for students british council in charge of
world wide british ESL programs

1 what is the subject of the the kings had a two day stop in
above paragraph hawaii during september they

with their hosts in hawaii dr2 what is the thesis the gen-
eral

and mrs gerald dykstra made a
assertion about the subject brief visit to the church col-

lege3 what two general examples campus and were guests of
illustrate what the thesis asserts president owen J cook for a

tour of the polynesian cultural4 what relationship do these center the british educatorexamples have to one another expressed considerable interest
ie do they have a cause effect in the BATESL major at the
chronological enumerative com church college and felt that
parativepalativeparative or additive relationship such

should
an

be
undergraduate

offered at moremorecol
program

col-
leges5 what specific examples illus and universities as the

trate each of the general examples need for trained english teach-
ers6 the questions you have just on the elementary and secon-
darythat level in the english sec-
ondanswered have required you

language field is world widerecognize the meanings of senten




